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INTERVENTIONS FOR EATING DISORDERS 

Anorexia nervosa, Bulimia nervosa and Binge Eating 

Disorder (BED) are all types of eating disorders, and are 

all classified in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders (DSM). Beat released statistics of the 

prevalence of Eating disorders and state that approxi-

mately 6.4% of the UK population (an estimated 

725,000 people) suffer from an eating disorder (10% of 

these are Anorexia, 40% Bulimia and the remaining 

Eating Disorder—not otherwise specified which in-

cludes BED). These disorders have significant psycho-

logical and physical challenges and can be difficult to 

treat.  

Anorexia nervosa is categorised by the feature of re-

stricted eating and extremely low weight. It is associat-

ed with fear and anxiety around eating and weight gain. 

Lappalainen & Tuomisto (2005) reported the preva-

lence of Anorexia in young woman is around 0.5-1.0%. 

In addition to this, Cheney (1992) reported that “death 

rate estimates vary from 3% to 25%” for people with 

the disorder. One of the main difficulties of working 

with a person with Anorexia is that they may be re-

sistant to treatment, due to the nature of the disorder.  

Many researchers have discovered a phenomena called 

“Activity Anorexia”. This is based on studies with rats, 

that were kept at a minimum weight and given access 

to a running wheel. These rats increased their use of 

the wheel when food is limited. This is discussed by 

many authors (Cheney (1992), Belke. Pierce & Duncan 

(2006)) and this counterintuitive behaviour seems to 

play a role in the maintained of 

this eating disorder, which may 

be due to the release of endor-

phins during exercise. Cheney, 

(1992) state “during prolonged 

exercise the brain actually pro-

duces its own reinforcer (e.g. 

runners high). This biological 

set of circumstances together 

with the social pressures to be thin and the dieting that 

develops, are what the authors contend support exces-

sive self-starvation”. In addition to this  Lappalainen & 

Tuomisto (2005)  discusses how food can become aver-

sive, through a cycle of food avoidance and nausea. 

They say that the individual with anorexia “can start 

avoiding the food anticipating distaste or nausea. The 

result could be a very limited number of food items in 

the menu” (Lappalainen & Tuomisto, 2005). 

Bulimia nervosa is categorised by the person have se-

ries of binge eating and using methods to avoid weight 

gain. These methods may include purging (making 

themselves sick), using laxatives, excessive exercise, 

etc.. Binge eating is a symptom of Bulimia, but is also 

recognised as a disorder on it’s own. BED is categorised 

by eating large portions of food consumed in a period 

of time, that is unlike what is typically eaten in a similar 

time period. Bulimia and BED are associated with a lack 

of control and shame and guilt whilst engaging in binge 

eating behaviour. McManus & Waller (1995) state that 

“individuals who binge report the experience to be un-

pleasant, and yet continue to do it”. 

Behaviours within these disorders are maintained by 

positive reinforcement with endorphins associated 

with exercise, social mediated praise for dieting or ex-

ercising and also feelings of control (intrinsic rewards). 

There are also behaviours maintained by negative rein-

forcement. With people with anorexia, the removal of 

the aversive food, and the idea of being, or the feeling 

of fear of becoming, fat are avoided through starvation 

behaviours. In Bulimia and BED, the food and act of 

binging may relief feelings of dissatisfaction towards 
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Welcome to the August edition. In this edition we are 

discussing Eating disorders and the application of Ap-

plied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) with this population. 

We also celebrate the career of Murray Sidman and we 

begin discussing Differential Reinforcement. There is a 

bubble activity and Direct Instruction books in the Am-

azon wish list.  

Kirsty Angel M.Sc. BCBA (Author)  
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STUDY TIPS 

Whilst studying you may want to check out the Journal 

of Applied Behavior Analysis (JABA) YouTube channel. 

This would be a great way to apply your knowledge and 

learn about some great research (and it will give you a 

break from reading!). See if there are any other chan-

nels you could watch to enhance your revision on 

YouTube. 

Comments, questions or feedback? Please contact busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com 

one self (“I’m not good enough”). Following a binge, 

they experience guilt and shame, so the behaviours 

associated with preventing weight gain, for instance 

when purging, become reinforcing as people report a 

momentary relief from the guilt. Rule governance also 

plays a role; society’s view of body image and a self-

directed rules. Lappalainen & Tuomisto (2005) state 

that the “anorectic individual may ‘promise herself’ to 

eat as little as possible”. For these reasons, it can be 

very difficult to assess function of behaviours that peo-

ple with eating disorders engage in, and to help treat 

them.  

Meyer (2008) discusses steps for treatment for people 

with Eating Disorders. The first step is to ensure the 

person is motivated to change. Meyer (2008) also sug-

gest that the “Behavior Analyst can provide infor-

mation on the consequences of the eating problem in 

the long term”. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy 

(ACT) has also proven to be effective with people who 

engage in Binge Eating (Lillis, et al, 2011). This is still a 

relatively new area of research in the field of ABA. The 

efficacy of ACT could be investigated further with re-

gards to other Eating Disorders. 
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EVENTS 

Child Autism UK offer a variety of courses throughout 

the year. There are courses including “Increasing moti-

vation”, “School Shadowing” and  more! 

The Applied Behaviour Analysis Forum (ABAF) hold reg-

ular meetings for their members. They will be releasing 

dates for  2015, so for more information you can go to 

their website http://www.abaf.org.uk/forum, also you 

can email Nick Barratt on Nick.Barratt@dimensions-

uk.org to become a member and join the mailing list. 

Knopse ABA is offering an Introductory ABA/VB work-

shop “Be your child’s best teacher” on the 5-6th of No-

vember 2016. The workshop will be held in Hannover, 

Germany and presented in English and German. For 

more information, go to the website for a break down 

of topics covered within the workshop, and for contact 

details if you wish to book a space, contact them di-

rectly via email (info@knospe-aba.com).  

Lesley Love M.Ed, BCaBA is offering course for organi-

sations and groups that covers introductory topics of 

ABA, entitled “Small Changes, Big Impact”, and costs 

£750. If you are interested in this course than please 

contact Lesley directly via email for more information. 

ICEP Europe are offering a course in ABA. The next 

dates are for the Autumn term (10th October—2nd 

December). It costs £455 and includes five interactive 

learning modules, which take approximately 20 hours 

to complete.  

Contextual Counselling are offering two workshops 

around the topic of Acceptance and Commitment 

Therapy (ACT). The first is an intermediate level two 

day workshop, on the 2nd &b 3rd of September. This 

will be presented by Prof. Steven Hayes. The following 

workshop in is March 2017, and is an introduction to 

ACT, presented by Benjamin Schoendorff. Both will be 

held in London and cost £220 (early bird tickets). 
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Remember to contact us at our email account  

busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and like our Facebook 

page and Twitter page @AnalyticalBee 

Next month we will be looking at pairing, so be sure to 

subscribe so you receive the next exciting  edition.  

To subscribe email ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to our email account. 

Comments, questions or feedback? Please contact busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com 

NET IDEAS  

A bubble activity is great fun for children. All you need 

is some water, some washing up liquid and a straw to 

blow through. This activity allows opportunities to 

mand (request) for the items required, washing up liq-

uid, water, straws, bowl, etc. (mand 4M, 5M). Also you 

can contrive motivation for your client to mand for ac-

tions, blow and pour [water]. You will have opportuni-

ties for  to tact bubbles (tact 1M, 2M, 4M) or the action 

of blowing (tact 6b, 8M). You can also tact colours if 

you get a selection of different coloured straws (tact 

10d) You could also laminate some pictures and put 

them in the water to find them in the bubbles, and then 

blow more bubbles as a reward for correctly labelling 

or identifying pictures (tact 7M). This is also a great ac-

tivity to develop important play skills, including sus-

tained sensory play. (Independent play 6c). 

Preceding skills reference to the VB-MAPP Assessment tool:  

Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment 

and Placement Program: The VB-MAPP. Concord, CA: AVB Press.  

TERMINOLOGY 

Differential reinforcement is an important aspect of 

teaching. Differential reinforcement generally means 

that the reinforcement matches the response that is 

made. For instance a good accurate response that is 

under acquisition gains access to a powerful reinforce-

ment (praise, a big piece of cookie and tickles), whereas 

a response that is considered mastered that is less ac-

curate than typical, will be taught errorlessly and then 

receive a less powerful reinforcement (praise). There 

are also specific Differential reinforcement schedules 

outlined. Over the next few months we will discuss 

these schedules.  

First we will start with Differential Reinforcement of 

Alternative behaviour, DRO-A. This differential rein-

forcement schedule reinforces an alternative behav-

iour. The target behaviour, calling out in class, will be 

replaced with raising hands. These behaviours can oc-

cur simultaneously (you can shout and have your hand 

up) but raising hands will receive the powerful reinforc-

er, in this case this may be adult attention and/or a 

sticker.  

PRODUCTS 

This month we are looking at books written by Sieg-

fried Engelmann (the founder of Direct Instruction), or 

around the topic of Direct Instruction. The wish list 

contains books about the theory behind Direct Instruc-

tion and some books that are to be used to teach skills 

to children. 

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

Murray Sidman was a pioneer of Applied Behaviour 

Analysis (ABA), best know for free-operant avoidance 

(aka Sidman avoidance). He was born in 1923 in Boston 

Massachusetts. In 1952 he received his Ph.D in Psychol-

ogy from Columbia University. During his career he has 

worked as a research and also taught at many Univser-

itys, including Columbia University, Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity  and Harvard Medical School. He has also pub-

lished many research papers, across many journals, 

including ‘Tactics of Scientific research’. The Association 

for Behavior Analysts International (ABAI) describe this 

as a “classic  that is still used today”. Also his work on 

Sidman avoidance, described how people avoid aver-

sive stimuli, and engage in behaviours that  prevent the 

aversive stimuli. He discusses this in his book ‘Coercion 

and it’s Fallout’. He also discussed terrorism from a be-

havioural perspective in this book. Many sources sug-

gest Sidman is working on a new book ‘Applied Behav-

ior Analysis: How and Why?’. 

Association for Behavior Analysts International, Murray Sid-
man— Retrieved July 18, 2016 from https://
www.abainternational.org/constituents/bios/
murraysidman.aspx 
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